Introduction
============

Cells respond to given stimuli by the activation of specific regulatory pathways, often characterized by a cascaded architecture of gene expression in which the product of one gene regulates the expression of others. Notable examples include MAP kinase pathways ([@b27]; [@b20]), developmental programs ([@b11]) and transcriptional cascades ([@b28]). A central issue in considering the proper functioning of genetic cascades is how noise in gene activity, due to sources such as the stochastic nature of gene expression ([@b7]; [@b40]; [@b30]) and the fluctuating number of molecular components, propagates along a cascade ([@b46]; [@b6]; [@b22]; [@b36]; [@b41]) and affects the fidelity of information transfer. This consideration has been the object of intense recent scrutiny, and has been tackled in depth in the context of synthetic, engineered transcriptional cascades ([@b22]; [@b41]), natural cascades ([@b9]) as well as in theoretical studies ([@b46]). These studies revealed that noise in the activity of one gene affects fluctuations in downstream gene expression and that noise amplification results in loss of synchrony among a cell population. Timing is an important aspect in the regulation of biological cascades (see e.g., [@b23]). Recently, noise in the timing of cell-cycle start has been studied in single yeast cells ([@b5]).

The temporal variability in the orchestrated series of events that take place when *Escherichia coli* cells, lysogenic with bacteriophage λ, are induced allows the study of timing noise in a natural genetic cascade. The lysis--lysogeny decision of bacteriophage λ, a paradigm for the operation of developmental genetic networks, is composed of interlocked positive and negative feedback loops and is regulated by both phage and bacterial factors ([@b37]; [@b13]; [@b32]). The lysogenic or off state of the cascade is maintained with high stability by multimers of the lambda repressor (CI), repressing both the phage pL and pR promoters ([@b12]). A combination of negative and positive feedback mechanisms keeps the concentration of CI at about 150--200 copies per cell ([@b14]). Prophage induction is triggered by DNA damage. Upon encountering DNA damage, replication forks stall and single-stranded DNA tracts form, activating the cell\'s SOS network ([@b29]; [@b17]). This network, responsible for the repair/bypass of DNA lesions, consists of about 40 genes whose expression is downregulated by the LexA repressor. Polymerization of the RecA protein on the single-stranded DNA tracts endows RecA with a coprotease function that promotes the cleavage of both LexA and CI, activating both the SOS response and the lambda induction network. The lambda lytic cascade proceeds through three stages: early, delayed early and late. In the early stage, CI degradation results in the expression of Cro and N functions from the pR and pL promoters, respectively ([Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). In the delayed early stage, N assists in overriding terminators, allowing RNA polymerase (RNAP) to extend both transcripts beyond the *cro* and *N* genes, leading among others to the expression of Q. In the late stage, the Q protein modifies RNAP initiating transcription from the pR′ late promoter, to allow for transcription beyond the tR′ terminator, leading to expression of the late genes, which encode for phage morphogenesis functions and host cell lysis proteins (see [@b32] for details). Similar three-stage architectures are found in diverse phages, such as the virulent phage T4 ([@b16]).

In the studies described below, we have activated the lytic pathway cascade by the induction of DNA damage in lysogenic cells with UV light, monitoring the timing of CI repressor inactivation and the onset of activity of the late gene activator Q as well as lysis in individual cells by time-lapse fluorescence microscopy. Our findings shed light on how different events along the lytic cascade are timed and organized, and how individual cell behavior depends on UV irradiation.

Results
=======

Timing of the lytic cascade in individual cells following prophage induction
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lysogenic bacteria, harboring either pR-GFP or pR′-tR′-GFP reporter plasmids, were induced by UV irradiation. The first reporter fusion, pR-GFP, is under the direct repression of the CI repressor, and therefore monitors the inactivation of CI and reports on levels of expression from the earliest stage after induction of the cascade (see [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The second reporter fusion, pR′-tR′-GFP, monitors the expression of late lytic genes transcribed from the pR′ promoter, expression that is enabled by the antitermination activity of the Q protein at tR′. Typical snapshots of cells during derepression of pR-GFP and activation of pR′-tR′-GFP fusions after irradiation with 20 J/m^2^ are shown in [Figure 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, upper and lower panels, respectively. As the snapshots illustrate, in both cases the fluorescence increases monotonically with time, and pR-GFP is expressed earlier than pR′-tR′. Eventually, all cells undergo lysis at this level of irradiation, and disappear from the field of view. The fluorescence profiles of pR and pR′-tR′ as a function of time from individual cells in the snapshots, and the corresponding promoter activity profiles (see Materials and methods) are shown in [Figures 2B and C](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, respectively (see [Supplementary movies](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The pR and pR′-tR′ promoters exhibit different behaviors. Whereas fluorescence from pR-GFP commences at about 20 min following induction and saturates, that of pR′-tR′-GFP starts at ∼50 min and increases monotonically until lysis ([Figure 2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The time lag between the onset of expression from pR and pR′-tR′ as reported by the fusions, ∼35 min, cannot be accounted for by the time it takes RNAP to transcribe the 6 kbp tract between pR and the *Q* gene (\<3 min) ([@b19]). This lag is similar to the one observed after infection, and has been suggested to arise from a functional threshold effect for Q-dependent pR′-tR′ expression ([@b25]). The difference in the behavior of pR and pR′-tR′ can also be seen in their promoter activities ([Figure 2C](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The pR promoter fusion is active only within a well-defined time window: after the initial increase, it peaks at about 45 min, and shuts off at ∼80 min, before maximal activity of pR′-tR′ is attained. The molecular basis for this unexpected behavior is not understood. Promoter shutoff is not observed in control experiments in lysogenic bacteria harboring a pTac-GFP fusion reporter plasmid, and induced with IPTG before UV irradiation (data not shown). In contrast to the behavior of pR, the activity of pR′-tR′ increases until cell lysis. Note that in this analysis, we focused on the timing of specific stages, avoiding a detailed analysis of GFP expression levels that may be affected by variations in plasmid copy number.

Lysis, as measured by a sharp drop in the fluorescence of GFP and a much weaker image of a cell\'s silhouette compared to ordinary cells in our dark-field images, is an abrupt event that takes place with a timescale of seconds. The rapid disappearance from the field of view in the fluorescence images is most probably due to rapid diffusion of GFP out of cells following membrane lysis. Our experiments indicate that the time at which lysis occurs does not depend on the stage of the cell cycle at the time of irradiation, as measured by the cell length (data not shown). Control experiments in which plasmids are absent indicate that while the mean lysis time is affected by the presence of the reporter plasmids (an increase of 40 and 65% with the pR-GFP and pR′-tR′-GFP reporters, respectively, is observed), its relative noise is not. Relative noise, further discussed below, is measured by the coefficient of variation η, the unitless ratio of the standard deviation divided by the mean η=σ/〈τ〉.

Timing of expression of pR, pR′-tR′ and time of lysis are independent of UV dose
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recent experiments probing the SOS response in individual cells have revealed that the rate of SOS functions and cell growth decrease as the UV dose is increased ([@b17]). This prompted us to ask whether timing of gene expression along the lytic cascade is also dependent on the amount of UV-induced DNA damage. To test whether the timing of execution of different cascade stages and cell--cell variability depend on UV dose, we also carried out experiments irradiating cells with 5 J/m^2^, and focused on four distinct events along the lytic cascade: (i) the onset time of induction of the cascade as monitored by the pR-GFP reporter fusion, (ii) the time at which maximum pR promoter activity is attained, (iii) the onset time of pR′-tR′ expression as determined by the pR′-tR′-GFP reporter plasmid and (iv) the time of lysis of individual cells in experiments using either reporter.

The behavior of cells undergoing the full lytic cascade after irradiation with 5 J/m^2^ is similar to the one described above for the higher 20 J/m^2^ dose. However, after irradiation with the lower dose, only a subpopulation of cells (40±15%) lyse, in contrast with the higher dose at which all cells lyse. This behavior is independent of the type of reporter plasmid present, and is similar to the observations in bulk cell experiments ([@b15]). Notably, for cells that completed the lytic cascade, the timing of the four events in the cascade did not show any significant dependence on the UV level within experimental error ([Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The *t*-test *P*-values (for the null hypothesis that the times at high and low UV levels come from the same distribution) for pR onset, pR maximum promoter activity and pR′-tR′ onset times are 0.39, 0.94 and 0.27, respectively. A two-way ANOVA analysis of lysis (to take into account the effects of different reporter plasmids) yields a *P*-value of 0.96, indicating that the variability in timing is not due to the different UV doses received by each cell.

Incomplete induction is observed at low UV doses
------------------------------------------------

Cells that escape lysis after irradiation with the 5 J/m^2^ dose eventually divide, with the first division being delayed by ∼50 min beyond the typical division time of non-irradiated cells (doubling time of ∼60 min). The delay in cell division is inversely correlated with the cell length at the time of irradiation (data not shown). Escape from lysis is observed in experiments with either the pR or the pR′-tR′-GFP fusions, as well as in control experiments with cells bearing no plasmids. This indicates that the possible alteration of CI levels owing to the presence of the pR reporter plasmid does not have a significant effect on whether a cell will lyse or not.

The promoter activity of pR reporters in individual cells undergoing incomplete induction is typically lower than that in cells that lyse in the same experiment (rank-sum *P*-value=2.4 × 10^−5^ for the null hypothesis of similar amplitudes), even though there are cases opposite to these ([Figures 4A and B](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). As the measurement of promoter activity amplitude depends on the reporter plasmid copy number, which varies between cells, we cannot determine if there is a threshold value of pR promoter activity that could indicate whether cells will lyse or the cascade will be aborted. Note that the promoter activity of cells that lyse and those undergoing incomplete induction extends over a time window similar in extent. We cannot rule out that at the lower UV dose only a portion of the CI repressor molecules are inactivated, allowing for partial expression from the reporter plasmids without prophage induction. However, the similarity of the profiles of pR activity in all cells (lysing and non-lysing) indicates that the phage induction cascade may be activated also in non-lysing cells.

In contrast, cells undergoing incomplete induction do not exhibit a measurable Q function, as reported by the pR′-tR′-GFP fusion (compare [Figures 4C and D](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the commitment to lysis occurs before late gene expression. Incomplete induction, termed 'subinduction\', has been previously inferred from measurements of repressor inactivation in cell ensembles ([@b3]). The time window over which we observe pR to be active is consistent with the 30 min needed to carry out CI derepression by UV irradiation to completion ([@b3]).

Analysis of timing noise along the cascade
------------------------------------------

In order to characterize the propagation of temporal fluctuations along the lytic cascade, we plot in [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} histograms of the onset times of the derepression of pR and the activity of Q, as reported by the pR and pR′-tR′ reporter plasmids, the time at which the promoter activity of pR attains its maximum, as well as of the lysis times of individual cells after UV irradiation obtained in experiments using either of the reporter plasmids. The onset time of expression from pR, centered at ∼15 min after induction of DNA damage, is relatively narrow. In contrast, the time at which pR attains its maximum activity, centered around ∼40 min, the onset time of expression from pR′-tR′, centered at ∼50 min, as well as lysis times, centered at ∼95 min (determined using pR-GFP fusions) or ∼110 min (using the pR′-tR′-GFP fusions), are characterized by larger and larger timing fluctuations. The observed variability in pR expression timing is similar in extent to that observed for the pRecA promoter after induction of the SOS response in non-lysogens ([@b17]).

[Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows that there is an increase in the temporal variability of each successive stage of the cascade, as each stage contributes noise to those downstream. This is quantified in [Figure 6A](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, where we plot the standard deviation as a measure of the width of each histogram in [Figure 5,](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and the average is taken over all cells except outliers (defined as cells for which σ\>2.5; see Materials and methods). Here, τ is the time of occurrence of a particular event such as the onset time of promoter expression or the lysis time in a given cell. As downstream stages take longer to appear, differences in the precision of execution time between stages within a cascade are best compared by the coefficient of variation η=σ/〈τ〉. This ratio is analogous to the one used to quantify noise in protein and mRNA concentrations ([@b35]; [@b45]; [@b44]). The values of η for the different stages in the cascade are plotted in [Figure 6B](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. The salient feature of this plot is the decrease in η as the cascade progresses. Hence, the relative precision in timing increases, as the execution of the cascade progresses.

Correlation of lysis time with phage gene expression
----------------------------------------------------

The expression of late lytic genes such as *S* and *R* is obligatory for lysis to take place. Late lytic genes belong to the same operon, whose transcription starts at the pR′ promoter and requires Q activity for gene expression. We therefore inquired to what extent the lysis time *t*~lysis~ and the onset time of pR′-tR′ expression *t*~pR′-tR′~ correlate. A statistical analysis (see Materials and methods) indicates that these two times are indeed correlated (Spearman correlation coefficient *r*=0.6137, *P*-value=2 × 10^−12^), indicating that cells in which Q activity is manifested early lyse earlier and vice versa.

One can imagine two sources for the observed cell--cell variations in lysis time: they could arise from random fluctuations of the various components of the induced lysis network, or alternatively, from cell factors uniformly changing the rate of execution of the cascade, speeding it up in some cells and slowing it down in others. Tapping the lytic cascade at an intermediate point, such as the onset of Q activity, offers the opportunity to discriminate between these two cases.

Lysis time can be looked at as a sum of two intervals, namely, the time elapsed until the onset of Q activity *t*~pR′-tR′~, and the interval Δ*t*=*t*~lysis~−*t*~pR′-tR′~ in which late gene activation takes place, culminating in lysis. If indeed a major source of variability is the different rates at which the lytic cascade progresses in different cells, one would expect uniform dilation of timelines, which is different between cells, as depicted schematically in [Figures 7A and B](#f7){ref-type="fig"}. If on the other hand, variations in *t*~lysis~ are due to random fluctuations in the cascade components, one would expect the behavior depicted in [Figures 7C and D](#f7){ref-type="fig"}. The actual measured values of Δ*t* versus *t*~pR′-tR′~, plotted in [Figure 7E](#f7){ref-type="fig"} show more similarity to [Figure 7D](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, suggesting that fluctuations in lysis time are not due to the existence of factors uniformly affecting cascade rates. Furthermore, a correlation analysis yields a Spearman correlation coefficient *r*=−0.0522 (*P*-value of 0.73), confirming that both quantities are not correlated. Hence, the time elapsed from induction to the onset of Q activity and the time it takes cells to lyse once the expression of late genes is activated are independent intervals. Probing the cascade at the time at which maximal pR promoter activity is attained instead of at *t*~pR′-tR′~ yields a similar behavior albeit less pronounced ([Supplementary Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

A similar analysis of the onset time of expression from the pR promoter is not possible, as we detect no correlation between *t*~pR~ and *t*~lysis~. This may be due to the narrow spread of the onset time of pR expression, and the large variability in lysis timing. In addition, no correlation was found between the maximum fluorescence levels from the pR-GFP reporter and *t*~lysis~. This indicates that although these levels can discriminate between cells undergoing incomplete induction and those lysing, they are not good predictors of when lysis will occur.

Discussion
==========

The induction of bacteriophage λ provides an interesting model for the study of timing fluctuations in a natural biological cascade. The molecular circuitry underlying the induction cascade is known to a large extent, and the initiation of the cascade can be synchronously induced in all cells by UV irradiation. We accessed directly the cell--cell timing variability during the execution of different stages along the cascade by following expression from two reporter fusions and the lysis of individual cells.

UV irradiation of lysogenic cells leads to the activation of two interrelated networks: that of the host SOS and that of prophage lytic development. The fact that prophage induction can proceed in cells in which the SOS network remains inactive (deduced from experiments with a non-inducible *lexA* mutation; [@b38]) suggests that the key event in the interaction between these two networks is mainly at the initial repressor cleavage stage. However, these two networks show different responses to the UV dose, one of the reasons being the different affinities of LexA and CI for active RecA ([@b31]). In contrast to the SOS network ([@b17]), UV dose governs the proportion of cells in which the lytic cascade is turned on, but does not affect timing. Thus, after the initial induction step, the lambda network proceeds autonomously of the SOS response.

Analysis of the timing of different events as the phage cascade progresses reveals that while the absolute variation in timing of each stage increases, the coefficient of variation η decreases. Hence, the relative precision in the execution time of each successive stage of the cascade increases. A general theoretical consideration determines when such a behavior can be observed. In a cascade composed of independently distributed interval lengths, the absolute standard deviation will always increase, as it is the sum of the non-negative variances of the individual stages. For such a cascade of independently distributed interval lengths, the coefficient of variation η may increase or decrease, depending on the distributions of the various stages. A necessary and sufficient condition for a monotonic decrease in η, stemming from the additivity of the mean and the variance, is for all *i*\<*n*, where *T*~*i*~ and *V*~*i*~ denote the cumulative mean and variance up to stage *i* of the cascade, respectively, and *n* is the number of stages in the cascade. For example, in a cascade of exponentially distributed stages, in which there is a rate-limiting step, all precision built up until that point may be lost and the process returns to approximately an exponential.

The observed decrease in the coefficient of variation can be reproduced by a simple model of independent, identically distributed cascaded events, in which the time elapsed between an event and the next one is distributed with an exponential distribution , the single rate parameter α determining both the mean time and the standard deviation (see e.g., [@b18]). The time of execution of such a cascade composed of *k* events is therefore a sum of *k* exponentially distributed random variables. In the case in which all rates are equal, known as the Erlang distribution (which is a special case of the gamma distribution with integer *k*), the average time of execution is *k*α, whereas the standard deviation is , leading to η=1/. As the two parameters α and *k* can be changed independently, a higher temporal accuracy can be achieved by using a large number of fast stages rather than a small number of slow steps. Note that the decrease of η with *k* can be obtained without assuming an exponential distribution, requiring only independent, identically distributed interval lengths between successive stages in the cascade.

There exist many intermediate steps between any two points at which the lambda cascade was tapped, each step being subjected to fluctuations. Even the synthesis of a single protein consists of many stochastic events ([@b34]). Furthermore, in a genetic cascade, expression of a gene depends on the amount of the protein at the previous stage, and therefore the assumption of independence between stage interval lengths is no longer valid. In spite of these caveats, when we calculated η from published stochastic simulation data of a seven-stage transcriptional cascade with *identical* rate constants ([@b22]), we still obtained a decrease in the coefficient of variation as expected from the simple model described above. Note that a different choice of rate constants may possibly lead to an increase.

Our experiments provide evidence for a correlation between *t*~pR′-tR′~, the onset time of Q activity monitored by pR′-tR′-GFP expression, and lysis time *t*~lysis~. A correlation is also observed between the time at which pR attains its maximal activity and *t*~lysis~. These correlations are expected, as the events we study are arranged in a cascade. The higher coefficient between *t*~pR′-tR′~ and *t*~lysis~ may stem from the fact that lysis is ultimately caused by the expression of the late lytic genes, all of which reside on the single pR′-tR′ operon, whereas pR shutoff may originate from an earlier stage in the lytic cascade.

Sources of variability have been classically divided into intrinsic and extrinsic noise ([@b45]; [@b39]). Intrinsic noise sources such as transcription initiation ([@b18]) and mRNA translation are stochastic in nature, and create differences in the expression of two equivalent, independent gene reporters within the same cell. Global extrinsic sources such as number variations in a factor affecting gene expression---for example, ribosomes---affect the two reporters and the expression of all genes in the cell similarly, but induce cell--cell differences. The existence of 'fast\' and 'slow\' cells may be viewed as the simplest manifestation of global extrinsic noise, in which all stages in a cascade are affected similarly by the metabolic status of the cell (which is assumed to remain constant throughout the cascade progression). In such a case, one would expect a correlation between the time interval from UV irradiation to the onset of pR′-tR′ expression (*t*~pR′-tR′~) and the interval from the onset of pR′-tR′ expression to lysis (*t*~lysis~−*t*~pR′-tR′~). The lack of such a correlation in our data indicates that timing in the lambda cascade is not determined uniformly for each cell, and that the sources of noise in the two parts of the cascade are distributed independently. Therefore, variability in lysis time is not due to differences in the global rate of cascade progression, but probably to random fluctuations in the execution time of the various cascade stages.

In addition to the study of temporal fluctuations in gene expression, the present study has revealed a couple of important features specific to the phage lambda induction network: first, it has provided direct evidence for the dose-dependent existence of two phenotypic outcomes, that is, cells displaying either incomplete induction or lytic fates; and second, the shutoff of the pR promoter. A subpopulation of cells that did not go through the lytic cascade, but went into cell division (after some delay), was only observed after irradiation with the low UV dose. These cells were further characterized by a low activity from the pR reporter and no activity from the pR′-tR′ reporter. Low levels of UV damage typically lead to an earlier shutoff of the SOS response than high levels ([@b17]). Furthermore, the rate of cleavage of CI by the activated RecA filament is much lower than that of the LexA repressor ([@b31]). Under these conditions, it is conceivable that CI concentrations are not sufficiently depleted to activate the lytic pathway, and positive feedback through pRM may restore CI concentration to achieve repression. Our pR-GFP reporter plasmids do not possess the full operator architecture that enables the formation of the CI octamer in the prophage (see Materials and methods). Hence, it is conceivable that derepression of the pR-GFP fusion may occur under conditions in which the lytic cascade in the prophage is not activated. We note, however, that incomplete induction is observed in the presence or absence of reporter plasmids. We suspect that the variability in numbers of CI molecules among cells ([@b2]) is such that it may lead to the phenotypic variation observed in our experiments. The increase in the proportion of cells undergoing full induction as the UV dose is increased is consistent with the increase in infective centers observed in ensemble experiments ([@b4]), and with theoretical models probing the basins of attraction of different fixed points in the network ([@b8]). The present kinetic analysis has also revealed a delay in Q activity similar to the one found after infection, as well as an unexpected shutoff in the promoter activity of pR. Whereas the delay in Q activity was attributed to a threshold effect ([@b25]), the cause for the pR promoter shutoff remains elusive. A potential candidate is the Cro protein, which is known to downregulate the expression from pR. However, recent experiments indicate that Cro reduces pR expression by only about two-fold ([@b43]; [@b1]). In addition, our preliminary results suggest that the shutoff of pR activity does not depend on Cro alone, as it is also observed in induction experiments with Cro mutant prophages ([@b33]).

A number of recent studies have analyzed noise propagation in synthetic transcriptional cascades ([@b22]; [@b36]; [@b41]). In these studies, cellular individuality in a clonal population arises from variability in protein and RNA numbers. Our study, conducted at the single-cell level, addressed a different aspect of individuality, namely, that arising from variability in the times of execution of different stages of a complex, natural biological cascade. Our findings reveal that the relative noise η in the timing of successive stages of the cascade decreases as the cascade progresses. This behavior can be accounted for by simple but very general theoretical considerations as those presented here and is probably due, in part, to the fact that bacteriophages such as lambda are made of a number of relatively independent modules ([@b21]). Interestingly, lambda utilizes transcription termination and antitermination extensively as a control motif in its polycistronic modules, allowing the phage to sense the host\'s physiological state. Theoretical evidence for the reduction of noise due to a polycistronic architecture has been provided ([@b44]). Transcription antitermination may therefore enable the phage to differentially express genes on the same operon, while maintaining a lower level of noise between expressed genes. A future challenge is to develop experimental systems for the continuous monitoring of phage DNA replication and transcriptional and post-transcriptional steps of the phage genetic network. As recently reviewed, the organization of the lambda genome may yet teach us much more about how information and function are encoded in the gene order of eukaryotic genomes ([@b26]).

Materials and methods
=====================

Plasmid, bacterial and phage strains
------------------------------------

Promoter-GFP fusion reporter plasmids were constructed as described by [@b25]. Briefly, the lambda promoters were inserted upstream of the promoterless fast-folding *gfpmut3* gene ([@b10]) of the medium-copy plasmid pSA11 ([@b42]), which carries a pBR322 origin of replication and appears at approximately 20 copies per cell. Response time of GFP fluorescence following IPTG induction of pSA11-bearing bacteria was ∼15 min. Promoters used were pR (between lambda coordinates 5′-37905 and 38034-3′) and pR′-tR′ (between lambda coordinates 5′-44300 and 44831-3′). Monolysogenic bacteria were created by infecting *E. Coli* W3110 with λ *c^+^ knR* ([@b24]). Bacteria containing a single prophage were selected as knR immune lysogens that were sensitive to λ c17.

Experimental setup
------------------

Experiments were carried out in a home-built inverted microscope, as described previously ([@b17]). Samples were illuminated with an argon laser (488 nm) and images were collected using an intensified CCD and stored on a computer for later analysis. In all experiments, bacteria were humidified and the temperature was controlled and set to 37°C.

Sample preparation
------------------

Cells were grown overnight in an LB medium and diluted into a fresh medium used in the experiments (M9+20 amino acids except tryptophan, 50 mg/l; thiamine 20 mg/l; thymine 20 mg/l; biotin 1 mg/l; glucose 0.4% v/v). After reaching midlog phase (OD~600~=0.25--0.4), cells were placed on a preheated agarose slab (experimental medium+2% agarose) and incubated for 5 min at 37°C. For lambda prophage induction, cells were irradiated *in situ* with UV light (wavelength 254 nm), using a low-pressure mercury germicidal lamp at levels between 5 and 20 J/m^2^ (20 J/m^2^ corresponds to an irradiation time of 14 s). After UV irradiation, bacteria were covered with a coverslip and monitored using the fluorescence microscope. The thin layer of agar allowed for an efficient supply of oxygen and nutrients to reach the cells during the experiment. Our irradiation procedure avoids any inhomogeneities due to the considerable UV absorption by the liquid media.

Determination of bacterial fluorescence intensity
-------------------------------------------------

Images were recorded every 3 min. Each bacterial cell was manually marked on each frame, and represented as a piecewise continuous line, describing the long axis of the cell. The total intensity of pixels along this line was then calculated as a measure of the total fluorescence emanating from each cell. The total intensity corresponding to each cell was then corrected for photobleaching using the recursive equation , where *f*~*i*~ and *F*~*i*~ are the measured and corrected total intensities, respectively, per cell in image *i*, Δ*t*~*i*~ is the exposure time of the image and *k* is the measured bleaching rate of GFP in cells.

Determination of promoter activity
----------------------------------

The promoter activity of individual cells was defined and calculated according to PA(*t*)=(d*I*(*t*)/d*t*)/*L*(*t*), where *I*(*t*) and *L*(*t*) are the intensity and the length of the cell at time *t*. The division by *L*(*t*) normalizes the data to concentration units (as bacteria grow in one dimension) and is analogous to the normalization by the optical density in measurements of cell populations. To reduce noise in the PA calculation, which stems mainly from focus changes between consecutive images, the derivative was calculated by a least squares linear fit to the intensity using a 15 min sliding window centered at time *t*.

Determination of gene expression times
--------------------------------------

The initial rise in the fluorescence was fit to a piecewise continuous function consisting of a line stitched to a parabolic growth function (which corresponds to a linear increase in promoter activity):

The onset time *t*~0~, which corresponds to the stitching point, was determined by a nonlinear least square fit using Origin 7.0 (OriginLab). The time at which pR attained its maximum promoter activity was determined by a Gaussian fit to 10 data points around the maximum.

Analysis of noise
-----------------

Data from replicate experiments for each plasmid were normalized to a similar mean, to exclude the effect of differences between experimental runs. Data corresponding to each plasmid were filtered to remove outliers whose times deviated by more than 2.5 s.d. from the mean (resulting in the removal of \<3% of cells for each plasmid). We suspect that outliers represent the behavior of cells in which genes within the lambda cascade have been damaged by the UV irradiation. Errors in noise calculation were estimated by using the bootstrap method. The *P*-values for the decrease in the relative noise were calculated by counting the number of times a decrease in the relative noise occurs in 10 000 bootstrap runs. An analysis of correlations was carried out by calculating the Spearman rank-sum correlation to reduce the effect of outliers. For all bacteria, each event was given a value according to its index in the sorted times list for that event. Correlations were then calculated on the resulting indices rather than the original times. The null hypothesis probability was calculated by a two-sided comparison of this *C*-value to the *C*-values of random permutations of these event times. In all cases, the rank-sum correlation *P*-values were very similar to results obtained by a normal Pearson correlation test.
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![Schematic model of lambda induction. Lambda promoters are colored in green and genes in gray. The lambda induction cascade is carried out in three stages. In the early stage, UV irradiation results in a decrease of CI levels, activating the pR and pL promoters at time *t*~pR~ , leading to the expression of the *cro* and *N* genes. During the delayed early stage, RNAP is modified so as to override transcriptional terminators, allowing the continuation of both transcripts and the expression of CII, O, P and Q. During the late stage, the Q protein modifies RNAP, initiating transcription from the pR*′* late promoter at time *t*~pR′-tR′~, to become resistant to transcription terminators present downstream, and allowing the expression of late genes that encode proteins for phage morphogenesis and host cell lysis. During the late stage of the cascade, the late gene products assemble phage virions and lyse the host at time *t*~lysis~ ([@b32]).](msb4100113-f1){#f1}

![Induction of individual lysogens following irradiation with 20 J/m^2^. (**A**) Snapshots of cells harboring the pR-GFP (top panels) and pR′-tR′-GFP (bottom panels) reporter plasmids undergoing induction taken at the times shown after irradiation. Some cells lyse and disappear from the field of view. Cell silhouettes were determined from dark-field microscopy images. (**B**) Fluorescence profiles of pR-GFP (blue) and pR′-tR′-GFP (red) of individual cells including those viewed in the top and bottom panels in (A), respectively, as a function of time. The sharp drop in every profile is due to lysis. (**C**) pR (blue) and pR′-tR′ (red) promoter activity profiles of individual cells derived from the fluorescence data in (B) as a function of time.](msb4100113-f2){#f2}

![Mean times of different events along the lytic cascade: onset time of expression from pR, the time corresponding to its maximum promoter activity, onset time of expression from pR′-tR′ and lysis time, following induction with UV doses of 5 J/m^2^ (black) and 20 J/m^2^ (gray). To exhibit the effect of plasmid type on the lysis time, the data were plotted separately for cells bearing either the pR-GFP or pR′-tR′-GFP reporter plasmids. Data were taken from three experiments at 5 J/m^2^ and two experiments at 20 J/m^2^. Error bars denote one standard error, reflecting variability between different experimental repeats.](msb4100113-f3){#f3}

![Direct observation of incomplete induction in a subpopulation of cells, following irradiation with a UV dose of 5 J/m^2^. Whereas some cells harboring pR-GFP reporter plasmids (blue traces) complete the lytic cascade and exhibit promoter activity profiles (**A**) similar to those observed after irradiation with a high dose (see [Figure 2C](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), a subpopulation of cells do not lyse, go through cell division after an ∼50 min delay and exhibit promoter activities (**B**) that are typically lower than cells that lyse. Similar experiments carried out with cells harboring pR′-tR′-GFP reporter plasmids (red traces) also show differences in promoter activity profiles between cells that lyse (**C**) and cells that undergo incomplete induction (**D**).](msb4100113-f4){#f4}

![Histograms of event timing along the lytic cascade. Onset time of pR derepression (**A**), the time at which the activity of pR attains its maximum (**B**), the onset time of the Q-dependent pR′-tR′ expression (**C**) as well as lysis time (**D**) in individual cells completing the full lytic cascade after irradiation of lysogens with UV doses of either 5 or 20 J/m^2^. Histograms of cells harboring the pR-GFP or pR′-tR′-GFP plasmids are represented by blue and red bars, respectively. As observations of the expression of these promoters were carried out in different cells, each histogram has been normalized to unit area. Each observation was derived from at least 100 cells.](msb4100113-f5){#f5}

![Statistical analysis of fluctuations along the lytic cascade. (**A**) Standard deviation as a measure of width of histograms in Figure 5. Blue and red points represent data from cells harboring the pR-GFP or pR′-tR′-GFP reporter plasmids, respectively. Data were derived from at least four experimental repeats. Error bars represent one standard deviation (see Materials and methods). (**B**) Coefficient of variation η defined as the ratio between the standard deviation over the mean time of different stages along the lytic cascade. The value of η for lysis time is similar in experiments with pR-GFP or pR′-tR′-GFP plasmids (blue and red, respectively) and in experiments without reporter plasmids (cyan). The statistical significance for decrease in η between two adjacent points is less than 0.02 in all cases (see Materials and methods).](msb4100113-f6){#f6}

![Correlation of events along the lytic cascade. (**A**) Schematic timelines of individual cells along the lytic cascade from the time of induction at *t*~0~=0, through the onset time of pR′-tR′ expression, *t*~pR′-tR′~, and ending in the time of lysis, *t*~lysis~, assuming uniform time dilation from cell to cell, yielding the schematic correlation between the intervals Δ*t*=*t*~lysis~−*t*~pR′-tR′~ (green) and *t*~pR′-tR′~−*t*~0~ (red) shown in (**B**). (**C**) Individual cell timelines assuming the execution of the cascade is affected by random fluctuations in timing of the various stages, in which case Δ*t* and *t*~pR′-tR′~ vary independently, yielding the schematic correlation shown in (**D**). (**E**) Measured intervals Δ*t* in individual cells completing the lytic cascade as a function of *t*~pR′-tR′~. A correlation analysis yields a *P*-value equal to 0.59, suggesting that both quantities are not correlated.](msb4100113-f7){#f7}
